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PROPERTY LISTING TEMPLATE FOR FIBNB
Using this document, you can prepare all the information needed to create your first property listing on FIBNB. 

All listings marked with an Asterisk* in this document are obligatory on the listings form.

PROPERTY DETAILS

- Property Name*
Enter the name of your property as it will appear on the listings page. 

- Property Type*
Select the type of property you are listing on the website, you can select all the categories that apply.
- Property Description*
The main description of the property. Also try and answer the following questions in your description: what makes the property unique, how easy is it to get to, what floor is it on.
- Property Features*
You can select from the list of options available on the listings page.
- About the neighbourhood
This is where you can tell visitors to fibnb.com what guests can find near to your apartment. These could be historic monuments and museums, local restaurants, bars and supermarkets a park with playground (for guests with children), or even access to local services such as buses and other transport points. By providing information you can help guests get a sense of the neighbourhood.

ROOM ARRANGEMENTS
- Property or Room Size (msq)
Add the size in metres-squared of the property being listed.
- Property Sleeps *
Select the total number of people the apartment can sleep.
- Display property in the following categories*
Select multiple categories to appear in the different search pages. For example, if your property sleeps six people you should select multiple categories ‘sleeps 1’ up to ‘sleeps 6’. In this way your property will appear for people that are searching for a 1 bedroom as much as 6 bedrooms.
- Number of separate bedrooms
The number of separate bedrooms there are in the property. By separate bedroom we mean a separate area to sleep. In the case of single room apartments, the photos should clearly show how the separate sleeping area has been divided.
- Number of bathrooms
The number of bathrooms there are in the property.

PRICING INFORMATION
- Price per day (Euro)*
Just enter the number value for the daily rate for your property. After your listing is approved you will be able to login to your account on FIBNB and change the price as often as you prefer.

PROPERTY PHOTOS
- Main listing photo*
This is the photo that will be used on your listing at the very top of the page. A preference for photo size is given as 1920x1080px.
- Gallery photos
These photos are shown in the photo gallery on the property listings page. A preference for photo size is given as 1920x1080px.

RESERVATION & HOST PROFILE
- Profile picture
This profile picture is shown underneath the primary photo to personalize your listing. 
- Phone Number*
To allow us to contact you about your listing, please provide your telephone number.
- WhatsApp
Tells guests that they can also book and contact you via whatsapp. You can provide them with your telephone number when you receive a reservation request. 


PROPERTY ADDRESS
- City*
Please select the city where your property is located (Florence).

- Property Address*
Please enter the address of your property. If you prefer not to provide the specific location, you may provide just the name, but your visibility on the apartment maps will have reduced visibility.

SOCIAL NETWORKS
 Here you can add any links to your social media accounts and other platforms that you may prefer guests to book through (for example your Airbnb or Booking.com page, your Twitter or personal website)

PROPERTY CATEGORIES *
Select all the categories that apply to your property.

BOOKING CALENDAR SYNCHRONIZATION
Enter the addresses for your booking calendars from the various property platforms. You can find information below on how to get these links that can then be pasted the listings submission form. Please note that if you do not fill in any of these fields no booking calendar will be shown on your listing.

Airbnb: https://www.airbnb.com/help/article/99/how-do-i-sync-my-airbnb-calendar-with-another-calendar
Booking.com: https://partnerhelp.booking.com/hc/en-us/articles/115005213509-How-to-export-or-import-a-calendar
VRBO/HomeAway: https://help.vrbo.com/articles/How-do-I-import-my-iCal-or-Google-calendar
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If something is not clear on this form we can be contacted at help@fibnb.com" help@fibnb.com
CLICK HERE TO ADD YOUR LISTING TO FIBNB

